Name: _________________________________________________________________________

Date: _________________

Narrative Writing Checklist
Kindergarten

NOT STARTING
YET
TO
YES!

Structure
Overall

I told, drew, and wrote a whole story.

Lead

I had a page that showed what happened first.

Transitions

I put my pages in order.

Ending

I had a page that showed what happened last in my
story.

Organization

My story had a page for the beginning, a page for
the middle, and a page for the end.

My story indicated who was there, what they did,
and how the characters felt.

Craft

I drew and wrote some details about what
happened.

▫
▫
▫

▫
▫
▫

▫
▫
▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫
▫
▫

▫
▫
▫

▫
▫
▫

I found a way to end my story.

▫

▫

▫

I wrote my story across three or more pages.

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

I wrote about when I did something.
I tried to make a beginning for my story.
I put my pages in order. I used words such as and
and then, so.

Development

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

Language Conventions
Spelling

NOT STARTING
YET
TO
YES!

Structure

Development
Elaboration

Grade 1

I put the picture from my mind onto the page. I had
details in pictures and words.
I used labels and words to give details.

Language Conventions

I could read my writing.

▫

▫

▫

I wrote a letter for the sounds I heard.

▫

▫

▫

I used the word wall to help me spell.

▫

▫

▫

I used all I knew about words and chunks of words
(at, op, it, etc.) to help me spell.
I spelled all the word wall words right and used the
word wall to help me spell other words.

May be photocopied for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing, Kindergarten (ﬁrsthand: Portsmouth, NH).

Narrative Writing Checklist (continued)
Kindergarten
Punctuation

I put spaces between words.
I used lowercase letters unless capitals were
needed.
I wrote capital letters to start every sentence.

NOT STARTING
YET
TO
YES!

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫

▫

▫

Grade 1
I ended sentences with punctuation.
I used a capital letter for names.

I used commas in dates and lists.

May be photocopied for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing, Kindergarten (ﬁrsthand: Portsmouth, NH).

NOT STARTING
YET
TO
YES!

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫

▫

▫

Launching the Writing Workshop – Kindergarten ‐ Unit 1 ‐ Narrative Writing
Student
Names

Draws
Characters

Draws
Setting

Shows
Action

Adds
Labels

Scribbles

Writes
Random
Letters

Writes
Initial
Letter

Writes
Phonetically

Writes
Conventionally

Comments

Launching the Writing Workshop – Kindergarten ‐ Unit 1 ‐ Narrative Writing

Telling Stories Through Pictures and Words – Kindergarten ‐ Unit 2 ‐ Narrative Writing
Student
Names

Draws
Characters

Draws
Setting

Shows
Action

Adds
Labels

Writes
Random
Letters

Writes
Initial
Letter

Writes
Phonetically

Spells
W.W. W.
Correctly

Writes
Conventionally

Comments

Telling Stories Through Pictures and Words – Kindergarten ‐ Unit 2 ‐ Narrative Writing

May be reproduced for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the TCRWP from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing (firsthand: Portsmouth, NH).

Name: ________________________________________________ Date: _________________

Opinion Writing Checklist
Kindergarten

NOT STARTING
YET
TO
YES!

Structure
Overall

I told, drew, and wrote my opinion or likes and dislikes about a topic or book.

Lead

I wrote my opinion in the beginning.

Transitions

I wrote my idea and then said more. I used words such as because.

Ending

I had a last part or page.

Organization

I told my opinion in one place and in another place I said why.

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N

Development
Elaboration

I put everything I thought about the topic (or book) on the page.

Craft

I had details in pictures and words.

Language Conventions
Spelling

I could read my writing.
I wrote a letter for the sounds I heard.
I used the word wall to help me spell.

Punctuation

I put spaces between words.
I used lowercase letters unless capitals were needed.
I wrote capital letters to start every sentence.

May be photocopied for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing, Kindergarten (firsthand:
Portsmouth, NH).

Name: _________________________________________________________________________

Date: _________________

Opinion Writing Checklist
Kindergarten

NOT STARTING
YET
TO
YES!

Structure
Overall

I told, drew, and wrote my opinion or likes and
dislikes about a topic or book.

Lead

I wrote my opinion in the beginning.

Transitions

I wrote my idea and then said more. I used words
such as because.

Ending

I had a last part or page.

Organization

I told my opinion in one place and in another place
I said why.

I put everything I thought about the topic (or book)
on the page.

Craft

I had details in pictures and words.

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

I wrote my opinion or my likes and dislikes and said
why.
I wrote a beginning in which I got readers’
attention. I named the topic or text I was writing
about and gave my opinion.
I said more about my opinion and used words such
as and and because.
I wrote an ending for my piece.
I wrote a part where I got readers’ attention and a
part where I said more.

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

Development

▫

▫

▫

I wrote at least one reason for my opinion.

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

I used labels and words to give details.

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

Language Conventions
Spelling

NOT STARTING
YET
TO
YES!

Structure

Development
Elaboration

Grade 1

Language Conventions

I could read my writing.

▫

▫

▫

I wrote a letter for the sounds I heard.

▫

▫

▫

I used the word wall to help me spell.

▫

▫

▫

I used all I knew about words and chunks of words
(at, op, it, etc.) to help me spell.
I spelled all the word wall words right and used the
word wall to help me spell other words.

May be photocopied for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing, Kindergarten (ﬁrsthand: Portsmouth, NH).

Opinion Writing Checklist (continued)
Kindergarten
Punctuation

I put spaces between words.
I used lowercase letters unless capitals were
needed.
I wrote capital letters to start every sentence.

NOT STARTING
YET
TO
YES!

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫

▫

▫

Grade 1
I ended sentences with punctuation.
I used a capital letter for names.

I used commas in dates and lists.

May be photocopied for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing, Kindergarten (ﬁrsthand: Portsmouth, NH).

NOT STARTING
YET
TO
YES!

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫

▫

▫

May be reproduced for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the TCRWP from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing (firsthand: Portsmouth, NH).

Name: _________________________________________________________________________

Date: _________________

Information Writing Checklist
Kindergarten

NOT STARTING
YET
TO
YES!

Structure
Overall

I told, drew, and wrote about a topic.

Lead

I told what my topic was.

Transitions

I put different things I knew about the topic on my
pages.

Ending

I had a last part or page.

Organization

I told, drew, and wrote information across pages.

I drew and wrote important things about the topic.

Craft

I told, drew, and wrote some details about the topic.

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫

▫

▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

I taught my readers about a topic.
I named my topic in the beginning and got my
readers’ attention.
I told different parts about my topic on different
pages.
I wrote an ending.
I told about my topic part by part.

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫

▫

▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

▫

Development

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

Language Conventions
Spelling

NOT STARTING
YET
TO
YES!

Structure

Development
Elaboration

Grade 1

I put facts in my writing to teach about my topic.
I used labels and words to give facts.

Language Conventions

I could read my writing.

▫

▫

▫

I wrote a letter for the sounds I heard.

▫

▫

▫

I used the word wall to help me spell.

▫

▫

▫

I used all I knew about words and chunks (at, op, it,
etc.) to help me spell.
I spelled the word wall words right and used the
word wall to help me spell other words.

May be photocopied for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing, Kindergarten (ﬁrsthand: Portsmouth, NH).

Information Writing Checklist (continued)
Kindergarten
Punctuation

I put spaces between words.
I used lowercase letters unless capitals were
needed.
I wrote capital letters to start every sentence.

NOT STARTING
YET
TO
YES!

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫

▫

▫

Grade 1
I ended sentences with punctuation.
I used a capital letter for names.

I used commas in dates and lists.

May be photocopied for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing, Kindergarten (ﬁrsthand: Portsmouth, NH).

NOT STARTING
YET
TO
YES!

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫
▫

▫

▫

▫

May be reproduced for classroom use. © 2013 by Lucy Calkins and Colleagues from the TCRWP from Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and Narrative Writing (firsthand: Portsmouth, NH).

Pelham School District‐ Narrative Rubric, Grade 1‐First Trimester

Name:
4
Excels in Standards

Focus/
Setting
CCSS*:
 W–3

Organization/
Plot
CCSS:
 W–3
Narrative
Techniques
CCSS:
 W-3

LanguageConventions of
Grammar and
Usage
CCSS:
 L – 1b, c,
and j

Language –
Conventions of
Capitalization
Punctuation,
and
Spelling
CCSS:
 L – 2 a-e

3
Proficient in Standards

2
Partially Proficient in Standards

1
Well Below Proficient in Standards

 Establishes a well‐elaborated
recounting of three or more
appropriately sequenced events

 Recounts two or more
appropriately sequenced events

 Attempts to recount two
appropriately sequenced
events. Missing
information creates
confusion.

 Fails to recount two
sequenced events. Events
are irrelevant or not related.

 Uses temporal words and phrases to
signal event order
 Provides clear closure.

 Uses temporal words to signal
event order
 Provide a sense of closure

 Limited use of temporal
words to signal event order
 Attempts to provide closure

 No use of temporal words
or only uses temporal words
without events.
 Does not provide closure

 Includes vivid details that describe
what happened

 Includes details that describes
what happened



 Insufficient or no details

 Uses common, proper, possessive,
and collective nouns correctly

 Uses some common, proper, and
possessive nouns correctly

 Uses few common, proper,
and possessive nouns
correctly

 Uses verb tenses and plural nouns
correctly, including irregular forms

 Uses singular and plural nouns with
correctly matching verbs

 Produces and expands simple and
compound sentences

 Produces correct simple and/or
compound sentences most of the
time

 Capitalizes correctly and
consistently with no errors: first
word in a sentence, “I,” proper
nouns, and titles
 Uses commas, apostrophes, and end
punctuation correctly all the time
 Applies conventional spelling for
words with common spelling
patterns and irregular sight words

 Capitalizes correctly some of the
time: first word in a sentence, “I,”
proper nouns, and titles
 Uses end punctuation correctly
some of the time
 Applies conventional spelling for
words with common spelling
patterns and frequently occurring
irregular words taught to date

Revised 11/13/14 Notes:

Includes few or irrelevant
details to describe what
happened

 Uses some singular and
plural nouns with correctly
matching verbs
 Produces mostly correct
simple and/or compound
sentences some of the time
 Begins to capitalize
correctly with some errors:
first word in a sentence,
“I,” proper nouns, and titles
 Begins to use end
punctuation correctly
 Applies conventional
spelling for most consonant
and short‐vowel sounds

 Does not use common,
proper, and possessive
nouns correctly
 Does not use singular and
plural nouns with correctly
matching verbs
 Produces mostly incorrect
simple and/or compound
sentences

 Capitalizes incorrectly
 Uses end punctuation
incorrectly or not at all
 Applies little to no sound/
spelling correspondence of
consonants and short
vowels

Total Points

Points

Pelham School District –– Informational/Expository Text‐Based Rubric, Grade 1 ‐ First Trimester

Name:
4
Excels in Standards
Focus/
Information
CCSS*:
 W–2

Organization

3
Proficient in Standards

2
Partially Proficient in Standards

 On a fully independent assignment,
responds skillfully with all text related to
the topic
 Demonstrates a strong understanding of
topic/text
 Includes at least one piece of
independently researched information
 On an independent assignment, organizes
ideas and information using a clear topic
sentence, facts and definitions, and
concluding sentence
 Uses linking words to connect ideas

 All text is related to the topic

 Some text is related to the topic

 Demonstrates an understanding of the
topic/text

 Demonstrates limited
understanding of the topic/text

 Organizes ideas and information utilizing
various nonfiction text features

 Organizes ideas and information
with some direct teacher
support (e.g., missing sense of
closure)

 Develops the topic with many facts and/or
definitions

 Develops the topic with appropriate facts

 Develops the topic with limited
facts

 Uses common, proper, possessive, and
collective nouns correctly

 Uses some common, proper, and
possessive nouns correctly

 Uses few common, proper, and
possessive nouns correctly

 Uses verb tenses and plural nouns
correctly, including irregular forms

 Uses singular and plural nouns with
correctly matching verbs

 Uses some singular and plural
nouns with correctly matching
verbs

 Produces and expands simple and
compound sentences

 Produces correct simple and/or
compound sentences most of the time

1
Well Below Proficient in Standards
 Little or no text is related to the
topic
 Demonstrates little or no
understanding of the topic/text

 Unable to organize ideas and
information utilizing various
nonfiction text features

CCSS:
 W–2

Uses few to no facts

Support/
Evidence
CCSS:
 W–2

Language‐
Conventions of
Grammar and
Usage
CCSS:
 L – 1b, c,
and j

Revised 11/13/14 Notes:

 Produces mostly correct simple
and/or compound sentences
some of the time

 Does not use common, proper,
and possessive nouns correctly
 Does not use singular and plural
nouns with correctly matching
verbs
 Produces mostly incorrect
simple and/or compound
sentences

Total Points

Points

Pelham School District Narrative Rubric #1 Grade 2

Name:
4
Excels in Standards

Organization

Narrative
Technique

Language
Conventions of
Capitalization,
Punctuation and
Spelling

3
Proficient in Standards

2
Partially Proficient in Standards

1
Well Below Proficient in Standards

 Establishes a situation in a well‐
elaborated recount of an event or
short series of events.

 Recounts a well‐elaborated event or
short sequence of events (beginning,
middle, and end).

 Attempts to recount an event
or a short sequence of
events. Missing information
creates confusion.

 Fails to recount an event or a
short series of events.

 Includes vivid details that describe
actions, thoughts, and feelings.



Includes details that describe
actions, thoughts, and feelings.



 Insufficient or no details.

 Includes interesting action words and
descriptive words.



Includes some interesting action
words and/or descriptive words.

 Includes an engaging opening
sentence and provides a sense of
closure.



 Capitalizes correctly and consistently
with no errors: first word in a
sentence, “I,” proper nouns, and
titles.

 Capitalizes correctly and consistently
with minor errors: first word in a
sentence, “I,” proper nouns, and
titles.

 Uses end punctuation correctly all the
time.

 Uses end punctuation correctly most
of the time.

 Applies above grade‐level spelling
rules and patterns correctly, including
irregular high‐frequency words; few
to no errors.

 Applies grade‐level spelling rules and
patterns correctly; few errors.

 With minimal support, begins to edit
own writing.

Revised 11/13/14 Notes:

Includes an engaging opening
sentence and/or provides a sense
of closure.

 With support, begins to edit own
writing.



Includes few or irrelevant
details to describe actions,
thoughts, and feelings.
Includes few interesting
action words and/or
descriptive words.



Attempts to include an
engaging opening sentence
and/or provide closure.
 Capitalizes correctly and
consistently with some
errors: first word in a
sentence, “I,” proper nouns,
and titles.
 Uses end punctuation
correctly some of the time.
 Applies some grade‐level
spelling rules and patterns
correctly; some errors and
phonetic spelling interfere
with readability.

 Does not include interesting
action words and/or
descriptive words.
 Does not include an engaging
opening sentence or provide
closure.

 Capitalizes incorrectly with
many errors.
 Uses end punctuation
incorrectly or not at all.
 Misapplies grade‐level
spelling rules through
phonetic spelling; excessive
errors interfere with
readability.
 Unable to edit own writing.

 With significant support,
attempts to edit own writing.
Total Points

Points

Pelham Scho
ool District Inform
mational/All Abo
out Rubric (no Reesearch), Grade 2
4
Excels in Standarrds

Focu
us/
Informaation

Organizaation

Suppo
ort/
Evidence
Languaage‐
Conven
ntions
of Gram
mmar
and Ussage

3
S
Proficient in Standards

2
Partially Profficient in Standard
ds

1
Well beelow Proficient in
SStandards

onstrates a strong
 Demo
unde
erstanding of topiic/texts(s).

n
 Demonstrates an
understanding of topic/text(s).

 Demonstratees limited
understandi ng of topic/text(ss).

 Organizes ideas and in
nformation
into paragraph
p
structu
ure using a
clear topic sentence, supporting
s
detaiils, grouped by re
elated
information, and conccluding
ence.
sente
 Uses effective linking words and
phrasses to connect ideas
 Deve
elops the topic skiillfully with
facts and definitions.

a
 Organizes ideas and
information into paragraph
structure using a clear topic
sentence, supporting details,
and concluding sentence.
s
 Uses effective lin
nking words to
connect ideas.

 Organizes id eas and informattion
in an incompplete paragraph
structure (e..g., missing
conclusion).
 Attempts to use some simplisstic
linking wordds to connect ideaas.

 Uses no
o linking words.

 Develops the top
pic with facts
and definitions.

 Develops thee topic with limitted
facts and deffinitions.

 Uses feew to no facts or
definitiions.

 Uses verb tenses and plural
noun
ns correctly, including
irregu
ular forms.
 Produces correct simp
ple,
pound, and comp
plex
comp
sente
ences.

 Uses verb tensess and plural
nouns correctly, including some
irregular forms (e.g., is/was;
child/children).
 Produces correctt simple and
compound sente
ences.

 Uses some rregular verb tensees
and commonn plural nouns
correctly.

 Uses veerb tenses and
plural n
nouns incorrectlyy.

 Produces moostly correct and
complete se ntences.

 Producces mostly
incorreect sentences.

 Capitalizes coorrectly and
consistently w
with some errors: ffirst
word in a sen tence, “I,” proper
nouns, and tittles.
 Uses end punnctuation correctly
some of the t ime.
ng
 Applies some grade‐level spellin
me
rules and pattterns correctly; som
errors and phhonetic spelling
interfere withh readability.
 With significaant support, attemp
pts
writing.
to edit own w

h
 Capitalizzes incorrectly with
many errrors.

d
 Capitaalizes correctly and
consisstently with no errors: first
word in a sentence, “I,” proper
Languaage –
nounss, and titles.
Conventiions of
 Uses commas, apostrop
phes, and
Capitalizzation,
p
correcttly all the
end punctuation
Punctuaation,
time.
and
d
es above grade‐levvel spelling
 Applie
Spelliing
rules and patterns corre
ectly,
ding irregular high‐‐frequency
includ
wordss; no errors.
 With minimal support, begins
b
to
o writing.
edit own
Revised 1
11/12/14 Notes:

 Capitalizes correcttly and
consistently with minor
m
errors:
first word in a senttence, “I,”
proper nouns, and
d titles.
 Uses end punctuattion correctly
most of the time.
 Applies grade‐leve
el spelling rules
and patterns corre
ectly; few errors.
 With support, beggins to edit own
writing.

 Does not demonstrate
an understanding of
topic/teext.
 Organizzes with no
evidencce of paragraph
structurre.

nd punctuation
 Uses en
incorrecctly or not at all.
 Misappllies grade‐level
spelling rules through
phonetiic spelling;
excessivve errors interfere
with reaadability.
g.
 Unable to edit own writing
Total Points

Points

Pelham Schoo
ol District Inform
mational/Content Area All Aboout Rubric, Grad
de 2
4
Excels in Standarrds

Focu
us/
Informaation

Organizaation

Suppo
ort/
Evidence

Languaage‐
Conven
ntions
of Gram
mmar
and Ussage

Languaage –
Conventiions of
Capitalizzation,
Punctuatio
on, and
Spelliing

3
S
Proficient in Standards

2
Partially Profficient in standard
ds

 Demo
onstrates a strongg
understanding of topicc/texts(s).

 Demonstrates an understanding
of topic/text(s).

 Demonstratees a limited
understandinng of topic/text(s).

 Organ
nizes ideas and infformation
into paragraph
p
structure using a
clear topic sentence, su
upporting
details, grouped by relaated
inform
mation, and concluding
sente
ence.
 Uses effective linking words
w
and
eas
phrasses to connect ide
 Develops the topic skillfully with
a definitions.
facts and
 Indep
pendently consultss a variety
or ressources for researrch.

 Organizes ideas and
a information
into paragraph structure using a
nce, supporting
clear topic senten
details, and conclluding sentence.

 Organizes ideeas and informatio
on
in an incompplete paragraph
structure (e.gg., missing
conclusion).

 Uses effective linking words to
connect ideas.
 Develops the topic with facts and
definitions.
 With support, con
nsults a variety
of resources for research.
r

 Attempts to uuse some simplisttic
linking wordss to connect ideass.
 Develops thee topic with limited
facts and deffinitions.
 With supportt, consults one
resource for research.

 Uses verb tenses and plural
p
ular forms
nouns, including irregu
(is/waas; child/children)), as well as
adjecctives and adverbss correctly
all of the time.
uces correct simplle,
 Produ
comp
pound, and complex
sente
ences.

 Uses verb tenses and plural
i
forms
nouns, including irregular
(is/was; child/children), as well
as adjectives and adverbs
correctly most of the time.
 Produces correct simple and
nces.
compound senten

 Uses verb tennses and plural
nouns, includding irregular form
ms
(is/was; childd/children), as welll as
adjectives annd adverbs correcttly
some of the ttime.
 Produces moostly correct and
complete senntences.

onsistently
 Capitaalizes correctly and co
with no
n errors: first word in a sentence,
“I,” proper nouns, and title
es.
 Uses commas,
c
apostrophe
es, and end
punctu
uation correctly all th
he time.
 Applie
es above grade‐level spelling rules
and paatterns correctly, including
irregular high‐frequency words;
w
no
errors.
 With minimal
m
support, beggins to edit
own writing.
w

 Capitalizes correctly and consistently
with minor errors: first word in a
sentence, “I,” proper nouns, and titles.
 Uses commas, aposttrophes, and end
punctuation correctly most of the
time.
 Applies grade‐level spelling
s
rules and
patterns correctly; fe
ew errors.
 With support, begins to edit own
writing.

 Capitalizes corrrectly and consistenttly
with some erroors: first word in a
sentence, “I,” pproper nouns, and tittles.
 Uses commas, apostrophes and end
d
punctuation coorrectly some of the ttime.
 Applies some ggrade‐level spelling ru
ules
and patterns coorrectly; some errorss and
phonetic spellinng interfere with
readability.
 With significantt support, attempts tto
edit own writinng.

Revised 1
11/16/14 Notes:

1
Well Beelow Proficient in
Standards
 Does no
ot demonstrate an
n
understtanding of
topic/teext(s).
 Organizes with no evidence
of paraggraph structure.

o linking words.
 Uses no
 Uses few to no facts or
ons.
definitio
 Requirees support to read
d
and inteerpret resources.
 Uses veerb tenses, plural
nouns, adjectives and
adverbss incorrectly.
 Producees mostly incorrecct
sentencces.
 Capitalizes incorrectly with
many errrors.
 Uses com
mmas, apostrophes,
and end punctuation
incorrecttly or not at all.
ng
 Misapplies grade‐level spellin
rules through phonetic spelling;
excessivee errors interfere witth
readabiliity.
 Unable tto edit own writing.

Total Points

Points

Pelham
P
School District Informatio
onal/How‐To, Grrade 2
4
Excels in Standarrds

Focu
us/
Informaation

Organizaation

Languaage‐
Conven
ntions
of Gram
mmar
and Ussage

3
S
Proficient in Standards

2
Partially Profficient in Standard
ds

onstrates a strong
 Demo
unde
erstanding of topiic.

n
 Demonstrates an
understanding of topic.

 Demonstratees limited
understandi ng of topic.

ogical
 Organizes steps in a lo
ence and adds tip
ps/hints.
seque
 Consistently uses adverbs and
adjecctives to make dirrections
clear.
 Uses transition wordss

 Organizes steps in a logical
sequence.
 Uses some adverrbs and/or
adjectives to make directions
clear.
 Uses transition words.
w

 Uses verb tenses and plural
noun
ns correctly, including
irregu
ular forms.
 Produces correct simp
ple,
comp
pound, and comp
plex
sente
ences.

 Uses verb tensess and plural
nouns correctly, including some
irregular forms (e.g., is/was;
child/children).
 Produces correctt simple and
compound sente
ences.

 Attempts to organize steps in
na
logical sequeence.
 Attempts to use adverbs and
d
adjectives too make directionss
clear.
 Attempts to use transition
words.
 Uses some rregular verb tensees
and commonn plural nouns
correctly.

d
 Capitaalizes correctly and
consisstently with no errors: first
word in a sentence, “I,” proper
Languaage –
nounss, and titles.
Conventiions of
 Uses commas, apostrop
phes, and
Capitalizzation,
p
correcttly all the
end punctuation
Punctuaation,
time.
and
d
 Applie
es above grade‐levvel spelling
Spelliing
rules and patterns corre
ectly,
ding irregular high‐‐frequency
includ
wordss; no errors.
 With minimal support, begins
b
to
o writing.
edit own
Revised 1
1/14/15 Notes:

 Capitalizes correcttly and
consistently with minor
m
errors:
first word in a senttence, “I,”
proper nouns, and
d titles.
 Uses end punctuattion correctly
most of the time.
 Applies grade‐leve
el spelling rules
and patterns corre
ectly; few errors.
 With support, beggins to edit own
writing.

1
Well beelow Proficient in
SStandards

 Does not demonstrate
an understanding of
topic.
 Organizzes with no
evidencce of logical
sequence.
o descriptive or
 Uses no
transitio
on words.

 Uses veerb tenses and
plural n
nouns incorrectlyy.

 Produces moostly correct and
complete se ntences.

 Producces mostly
incorreect sentences.

 Capitalizes coorrectly and
consistently w
with some errors: ffirst
word in a sen tence, “I,” proper
nouns, and tittles.
 Uses end punnctuation correctly
some of the t ime.
ng
 Applies some grade‐level spellin
me
rules and pattterns correctly; som
errors and phhonetic spelling
interfere withh readability.
 With significaant support, attemp
pts
writing.
to edit own w

h
 Capitalizzes incorrectly with
many errrors.
 Uses en
nd punctuation
incorrecctly or not at all.
 Misappllies grade‐level
spelling rules through
phonetiic spelling;
excessivve errors interfere
with reaadability.
g.
 Unable to edit own writing

Total Points

Points

3rd Grade Personal Narrative Writing Rubric
Student Name:_____________________________________________
Learning Goals

Well Below Proficient
1

Partially Proficient
2

Proficient in Standards
3

Excels in Standard
4

Composition

Does not respond
appropriately:
 No seed idea
 Details do not support seed
idea
 Significant support needed
to use the writing process
 No clear beginning, middle, or
ending
 Descriptive words not
present

Partially responds appropriately:
 Seed idea not clear
 Few details support seed idea
 Frequent support needed to use
the writing process
 Incomplete beginning, middle,
and/or ending
 Used some descriptive words

Responds appropriately:
 Clear seed idea
 Details support seed idea
 Little support needed to use the
writing process
 Clear beginning, middle, and
ending
 Used descriptive words
throughout

Mechanics/
Presentation

 Weak sentence structure
 Capital letters used
incorrectly
 Many spelling errors
 Punctuation marks used
incorrectly
 Writing is not neat, spaced
and/or sized appropriately
 Unable to demonstrate
technology skills (Publishing
Skills)






Personal
Narrative
Writing

 Did not use writing
strategies taught throughout
the unit
 Story does not give the
reader a clear picture in his/
her mind

 Incomplete/fragments
sentences and/or run-ons
 Capital letters sometimes used
correctly
 Some spelling errors
 Punctuation marks sometimes
used correctly
 Writing is partially neat, spaced
and/or sized appropriately
 Partially demonstrates
technology skills (Publishing
Skills) with consistent support
 Partially used writing strategies
taught throughout the unit with
two examples in the published
piece
 Parts of the story give the
reader a clear picture in his/
her head

Responds appropriately with
distinction:
 Well-developed seed idea
 Details consistently support seed
idea and are used to enhance
writing
 Independently used the writing
process
 Well-developed beginning, middle,
and ending
 Descriptive words used to show
author’s voice in writing
 Uses paragraphs to organize
topics
 Uses purposeful and varied
sentence structures
 Capital letters always used
correctly
 No spelling errors
 Punctuation marks always used
correctly
 Writing is neat, spaced and sized
appropriately; attempts cursive
 Demonstrates technology skills
(Publishing Skills) without support

Complete sentences
Capital letters used correctly
Few spelling errors
Punctuation marks used
correctly
 Writing is neat, spaced and
sized appropriately
 Able to demonstrate technology
skills (Publishing Skills) with
support

 Used all writing strategies
taught throughout the unit with
at least one example of each in
the published piece
 Story gives the reader a clear
picture in his/ her mind

 Used all writing strategies taught
throughout the unit with more
than one example of each in the
published piece
 Story gives the reader a clear
picture in his/her mind
 Author demonstrates a clear
understanding of his/her audience

Writing Strategies taught in this unit:_______________________________________________________________________________________

Notes: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Learning Goals
Focus/
Opinion

Organization

Well Below Proficient
1
 Does not state an opinion and/or
demonstrates little to no
understanding of topic/text
 Organizes with no evidence of
paragraph structure
 Uses no linking/transition words

Support/
Evidence

Mechanics and
Presentation

Does not support opinion with
reasons
Provides no or inaccurate
explanation of how reasons
support opinion

 Uses little to no correct sentence
structure
 Uses no academic or domainspecific vocabulary
 Unable to demonstrate technology
skills (Publishing Skills)

Opinion/Argument Rubric, Grade 3
Unit 3 & 4
Partially Proficient
Proficient in Standards
2
3
 States an opinion that
 States an opinion that
demonstrates an understanding
demonstrates limited
of topic/text
understanding of topic/text
 Organizes ideas and information
in an incomplete paragraph
structure (e.g., missing
conclusion)
 Uses some linking/transition
words to connect reasons to
opinion but simplistically or
ineffectively
 Supports opinion with minimal
and/or irrelevant reasons
 Provides some explanation of how
reasons support opinion

 Organizes ideas and information
using a paragraph structure using
a clear topic sentence, details,
explanation, and concluding
sentence
 Uses linking/transition words and
phrases to connect reasons to
opinion
 Supports opinion with 2 relevant
reasons
 Provides clear explanation of how
reasons support opinion











 Uses some correct but repetitive
sentence structures

 Uses limited academic and/or
domain-specific vocabulary for
the audience and purpose
 Partially demonstrates technology
skills (Publishing Skills) with
consistent support

 Uses correct and varied sentence
structures
 Capital letters used correctly
 Few spelling errors
 Punctuation marks used correctly
 Writing is neat, spaced and sized
appropriately
 Uses academic and domainspecific vocabulary appropriate
for the audience and purpose
 Able to demonstrate technology
skills (Publishing Skills) with
limited support

Excels in Standard
4
States an opinion that
demonstrates an insightful
understanding of
topic/text
Organizes ideas and
information into logical,
coherent paragraphs that
are clear to the reader
Uses linking/transition
words and phrases
skillfully to connect
reasons to opinion
Supports opinion with 2 or
more substantial and
relevant reasons (facts,
details)
Provides explanation/analysis
of how evidence supports
opinion

 Uses purposeful and varied
sentence structures
 Capital letters always used
correctly
 No spelling errors
 Punctuation marks always
used correctly






Writing is neat, spaced and
sized appropriately; attempts
cursive
Uses precise and
sophisticated academic and
domain-specific vocabulary
appropriate for the audience
and purpose
Demonstrates technology
skills (Publishing Skills)
without support

Pelham Informational/Explanatory Text-Based Rubric, Grade 3

Focus/
Information

Organization

Support/
Evidence

Language

CPL.12.10.2012

4
(Above Grade Level)
 Demonstrates a strong
understanding of topic/text(s)

3
(At Grade Level)
 Demonstrates an understanding of
topic/text(s)

2
(Approaching Grade Level)
 Demonstrates limited
understanding of topic/text(s)

1
(Below Grade Level)
 Demonstrates little to no
understanding of
topic/text(s)

 Organizes ideas and information
into logical, coherent paragraphs
that are clear to the reader

 Organizes ideas and information in
a paragraph structure using a clear
topic sentence, details,
explanation, and concluding
sentence
 Groups related information
together

 Organizes ideas and information in
an incomplete paragraph structure

 Organizes with no evidence
of paragraph structure

 Grouping of ideas lacks cohesion
(e.g., list-like, rambling, or
repetitive)
 Attempts to use some simplistic
linking words to connect ideas

 Does not group related
information together

 Skillfully groups and structures
related information in paragraphs
and sections
 Uses linking words and phrases
strategically to connect ideas
within categories of information
 Skillfully uses relevant and
substantial text support from the
resources with accuracy
 Develops the topic with facts,
definitions, concrete details,
quotations, or other information
and examples
 Uses purposeful and varied
sentence structures
 Demonstrates creativity and
flexibility when using
conventions (grammar,
punctuation, capitalization, and
spelling) to enhance readability
 Utilizes precise and sophisticated
word choice
 Demonstrates technology skills
(Publishing Skills) without
support

 Uses no linking words

 Uses effective linking words and
phrases to connect ideas
 Uses relevant and sufficient text
support from the resources with
accuracy

 Uses mostly relevant text support
but may lack sufficient evidence
and/or accurate use



Does not use relevant or
sufficient text support from
the resources with accuracy

 Develops the topic with facts,
definitions, and details

 Develops the topic with limited
facts, definitions, or details



Uses few to no facts,
definitions, or details

 Uses correct and varied sentence
structures
 Demonstrates grade level
appropriate conventions; errors are
minor and does not interfere with
readability
 Utilizes strong and grade-level
appropriate word choice

 Uses some correct sentence
structures
 Demonstrates some grade level
appropriate conventions, but errors
may interfere with readability

 Able to demonstrate technology
skills (Publishing Skills) with
limited support

 Utilizes vague or basic word
choice
 Partially demonstrates technology
skills (Publishing Skills) with
consistent support

 Uses little to no correct
sentence structure
 Demonstrates limited
understanding of grade level
appropriate conventions,
and errors interfere with the
readability
 Utilizes incorrect and/or
simplistic word choice
 Unable to demonstrate
technology skills
(Publishing Skills)

*CCSS – Common Core State Standards alignment (“W” = Writing strand; “RIT” = Reading-Informational Text; “L”= Language strand)
CA Common Core State Standards (CCSS) Alignment
NOTES: In the left criterion boxes of the rubric, the CCSS-aligned standards have been identified. As a resource for teachers, below are the standards for the current grade (3rd) as
well as the preceding and subsequent grade. Since the rubric score of “4” represents “above grade level” work, the 4th grade standards were referenced.
The letter abbreviations are as follows:
Strand
(Domain)

CCSS = Common Core State Standards

W = Writing

RIT= Reading – Informational Text

3rd

4th

2. Write informative/explanatory texts in
which they introduce a topic, use facts
and definitions to develop points, and
provide a concluding statement or
section.

2. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic
and convey ideas and information clearly.
a. Introduce a topic and group related information together;
include illustrations when useful to aiding
comprehension.
b. Develop the topic with facts, definitions, and details.
c. Use linking words and phrases (e.g., also, another, and,
more, but) to connect ideas within categories of
information.
e. Provide a concluding statement or section.

2. Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a
topic and convey ideas and information clearly.
a. Introduce a topic clearly and group related
information in paragraphs and sections; include
formatting (e.g., headings), illustrations, and
multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.
b. Develop the topic with facts, definitions, concrete
details, quotations, or other information and
examples related to the topic.
c. Link ideas within categories of information using
words and phrases (e.g., another, for example, also,
because).
d. Use precise language and domain-specific
vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic. e.
Provide a concluding statement or section related to
the information or explanation presented.

4. With guidance and support from adults,
produce writing in which the
development and organization are
appropriate to task and purpose.

4. With guidance and support from adults, produce writing
in which the development and organization are
appropriate to task and purpose.

4. Produce clear and coherent writing (including multiparagraph texts) in which the development and
organization are appropriate to task, purpose, and
audience.

8. Recall information from experiences or
gather information from provided sources
to answer a question.

8. Recall information from experiences or gather
information from print and digital sources; take brief
notes on sources and sort evidence into provided
categories.
1. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding
of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the basis for
the answers.

8. Recall relevant information from experiences or
gather relevant information from print and digital
sources; take notes, paraphrase, and categorize
information, and provide a list of sources.
1. Refer to details and examples in a text when
explaining what the text says explicitly and when
drawing inferences from the text.

1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

1. Demonstrate command of the conventions of
standard English grammar and usage when writing
or speaking.

2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard
English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when

2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of
standard English capitalization, punctuation, and

2nd

Writing

Reading –
Informational
Text

Language

L=Language

1. Ask and answer such questions as who,
what, where, when, why and how to
demonstrate understanding of key details
in a text.
1. Demonstrate command of the
conventions of standard English grammar
and usage when writing or speaking.
2. Demonstrate command of the
conventions of standard English

CPL.12.10.2012

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling
when writing.

CPL.12.10.2012

writing.

spelling when writing.

Pelham School District – Narrative Rubric, Grade 4

Name:

Focus/ Setting
CCSS:
 W – 3a
 W–4

Organization/
Plot
CCSS:
 W – 3a
 W – 3c
 W – 3e
 W–4

4
Excels in Standards

3
Proficient in Standards

 Responds skillfully to all parts of the
prompt
 Purposefully orients the reader by skillfully
establishing a vivid situation (real or
imagined) and introducing characters
and/or a narrator

 Responds to all parts of the prompt
 Orients the reader by establishing a
situation (real or imagined) and
introducing characters and/or a narrator

 Responds to most parts of the
prompt
 Establishes a situation (real or
imagined) and attempts to
introduce characters and/or a
narrator

 Responds to some or no parts of
the prompt
 Fails to establish a situation (real
or imagined) and does not
introduce characters and/or a
narrator in a relevant way

 Coherently organizes a clear event
sequence that unfolds naturally
 Skillfully connects a variety of transitional
words and phrases to manage the
sequence of events
 Provides a conclusion that clearly follows
from the narrated experience or events

 Organizes a clear event sequence that
unfolds naturally
 Uses a variety of transitional words and
phrases to manage the sequence of
events
 Provides a conclusion that follows from
the narrated experience or events

 Organizes some sequencing but
might confuse the reader
 Uses some transitional words
and phrases to manage the
sequence of events.
 Attempts a conclusion that may
or may not follow the narrated
experience or events

 Does not sequence narrative in a
logical order
 Uses few to no transitional
words and phrases to manage
the sequence of events.
 Does not provide a discernible
conclusion



Uses creative descriptions of actions,
thoughts, and feelings to develop
experiences and events



Uses descriptions of actions, thoughts,
and feelings to develop experiences and
events







Uses vivid dialogue to show the response
of characters to situations



Uses dialogue to show the response of
characters to situations
Uses concrete words and sensory details
to convey experiences and events
precisely



Narrative
Techniques
CCSS:
 W – 3b
 W – 3d

Language
CCSS:
 L–1
 L–2

 Uses concrete words and sensory details
to make experiences and events come to
life
 Uses purposeful and varied sentence
structures
 Demonstrates creativity and flexibility
when using conventions (grammar,
punctuation, capitalization, and spelling)
enhance meaning
 Utilizes precise and sophisticated word
choice

Revised 11/4/14 Notes:



 Uses correct and varied sentence
structures
 Demonstrates grade level appropriate
conventions; errors are minor and do not
obscure meaning
 Utilizes strong and grade‐level
appropriate word choice

2
Partially Proficient in Standards

Uses minimal or irrelevant
descriptions of actions,
thoughts, or feelings to describe
experiences /events
Uses dialogue to support plot

 Attempts to use concrete words
and sensory details to describe
experiences and events
 Uses some repetitive yet correct
sentence structure
 Demonstrates some grade level
appropriate conventions, but
errors obscure meaning
 Utilizes vague or basic word
choice

1
Well Below Proficient in Standards



Uses little to no description of
actions, thoughts, or feelings to
describe experiences /events
Does not use dialogue to
support plot

 Fails to to use concrete words or
sensory details

 Does not demonstrate sentence
mastery
 Demonstrates limited
understanding of grade level
appropriate conventions, and
errors interfere with the
meaning
 Utilizes incorrect and/or
simplistic word choice
Total Points

Points

Pelham School District – Opinion/Argument Rubric, Grade 4

Name:
4
Excels in Standards
Focus/
Opinion
CCSS:
 W – 1a
 W–1b
 W‐4
Organization
CCSS:
 W – 1a
 W – 1c
 W – 1d
 W–4

Support/ Evidence
CCSS:
 RIT – 1
 W – 1b
 W – 9b

Language
CCSS:
 L–1
 L–2

Revised 11/4/14 Notes:

3
Proficient in Standards

2
Partially Proficient in Standards

1
Well Below Proficient in Standards

 Responds skillfully to all parts of the
prompt
 States an opinion that demonstrates
an insightful understanding of
topic/text

 Responds to all parts of the prompt
 States an opinion that demonstrates
an understanding of topic/text

 Responds to most parts of the
prompt
 States an opinion that demonstrates
limited understanding of topic/text

 Responds to some or no parts of
the prompt
 Does not state an opinion and/or
demonstrates little to no
understanding of topic/text

 Organizes ideas and information
into purposeful, coherent
paragraphs that include an
elaborated introduction with clear
thesis, structured body, and
insightful conclusion
 Uses linking words, phrases, and
clauses skillfully to connect reasons
to opinion

 Organizes ideas and information into
logical introductory, body, and
concluding paragraphs
 Uses linking words and phrases
appropriately to connect reasons to
opinion

 Organizes ideas and information in
an attempted paragraph structure
that includes a sense of
introduction, body and conclusion
 Uses some linking words and/or
phrases to connect reasons to
opinion but simplistically

 Does not organize ideas and
information coherently due to
lack of paragraph structure
and/or a missing introduction,
body, or conclusion
 Uses no linking words or phrases

 Supports opinion skillfully with
substantial and relevant facts,
details, and/or reasons
 Provides insightful
explanation/analysis of how
evidence supports opinion



Supports opinion with relevant facts,
details, and/or reasons
 Provides clear explanation/ analysis of
how evidence supports opinion

 Supports opinion with minimal
and/or irrelevant facts, details,
and/or reasons
 Provides some explanation/ analysis
of how evidence supports opinion



Does not support opinion with
facts, details, and/or reasons
 Provides no or inaccurate
explanation/analysis of how
evidence supports opinion

 Uses purposeful, correct, and varied
sentence structures
 Demonstrates creativity and
flexibility when using conventions
(grammar, punctuation,
capitalization, and spelling) to
enhance meaning
 Uses precise and sophisticated
academic and domain‐specific
vocabulary appropriate for the
audience and purpose

 Uses correct and varied sentence
structures
 Demonstrates grade level appropriate
conventions; errors are minor and do
not obscure meaning
 Uses academic and domain‐specific
vocabulary appropriate for the
audience and purpose

 Uses some repetitive yet correct
sentence structure
 Demonstrates some grade level
appropriate conventions, but errors
obscure meaning

 Does not demonstrate sentence
mastery
 Demonstrates limited
understanding of grade level
appropriate conventions, and
errors interfere with the
meaning
 Uses no academic or domain‐
specific vocabulary

 Uses limited academic and/or
domain‐specific vocabulary for the
audience and purpose

Total Points:

Points

Pelham School District Informative/Explanatory Texted Based Rubric, Grade 4

Name:
4
Excels in Standards

Research and
Information
CCSS*:
 RIT – 1
 W–2

Demonstrates through research a strong
understanding of the important aspects
of a topic/text(s)
 Uses appropriate and varied sources
All information in own words



Organization
CCSS:






W – 2a
W – 2c
W – 2e
W–4

Support/
Evidence
CCSS:





RIT – 1
W – 2b
W–8
W – 9b
–
Language

CCSS:
 L–1
 L–2
 W – 2d

Organizes ideas and information
into purposeful, coherent
paragraphs that include an
elaborated introduction with clear
thesis, structured body, and
insightful conclusion
 Logically groups related information
into paragraphs or sections,
including formatting
Uses transition words, phrases, and
clauses skillfully to connect ideas within
categories of information
 Skillfully uses relevant and
substantial text support from the
resources with accuracy
Develops the topic with extensive, well‐
integrated facts, definitions, concrete
details, quotations, or other information
and examples

 Uses purposeful and varied sentence
structures
 Demonstrates creativity and flexibility
when using conventions (grammar,
punctuation, capitalization, and spelling)
enhance readability
Utilizes precise and domain‐specific
vocabulary accurately throughout student
writing

Revised 11/4/14 Notes:

3
Proficient in Standards

2
Partially Proficient in Standards

1
Well Below Proficient in Standards

 Demonstrates through research an
understanding of topic/text(s)
 Most information in own words

 Demonstrates limited
understanding of topic/text(s)
 Little information in own words

 Demonstrates little or no
understanding of topic/text(s)
 No information in own words

 Organizes ideas and information into
logical introductory, body, and
concluding paragraphs

 Organizes ideas and information
in an attempted paragraph
structure that includes a sense
of introduction, body and
conclusion
 Grouping of ideas lacks cohesion
(e.g., list‐like, rambling, or
repetitive)
 Attempts to use some simplistic
transition words to connect
ideas

 Does not organize ideas and
information coherently due to
lack of paragraph structure
and/or a missing introduction,
body, or conclusion
 Does not group related
information together

 Groups related information into
paragraphs or sections, including
formatting (e.g., headings)
 Uses transition words and phrases
appropriately to connect ideas within
categories of information

 Uses no transition words



Uses relevant and sufficient text support
from the resources with accuracy
 Uses appropriate sources
 Develops the topic with facts,
definitions, concrete details, quotations,
or other information and examples

Does not use relevant or sufficient
 Uses mostly relevant text
support but may lack sufficient
text support from the resources
evidence and/or accurate use
with accuracy
 Uses mostly appropriate sources Uses few to no appropriate sources
 Develops the topic with limited Does not support opinion with
facts, definitions, concrete
facts, details, and/or reasons
details, quotations, or other
information and examples

 Uses correct and varied sentence
structures
 Demonstrates grade level appropriate
conventions; errors are minor and do not
interfere with the readability
 Utilizes precise language and domain‐
specific vocabulary

 Uses some repetitive yet correct
sentence structure
 Demonstrates some grade level
appropriate conventions, but
errors may interfere with the
readability
 Utilizes some precise language
and/or domain‐specific
vocabulary but minimally and/or
inaccurately

 Does not demonstrate sentence
mastery
 Demonstrates limited
understanding of grade level
conventions, and errors interfere
with the readability
 Does not utilize precise language
or domain‐specific vocabulary

Total Points

Points

Nam
me: _______________________________

Language

Narrative
Techniques

Organization/Plot

Focus/Setting

Pelham School Disttrict Grade 5 Narrrative Rubric

Excels in Stan
ndards 4

Proficient in
i Standards 3

Partially
y Proficient 2

Welll Below Proficieent 1

 Responds skiillfully to all parts of
the task
 Purposefully orients the readerr
by skillfully establishing
e
a viviid
situation (reaal or imagined) an
nd
introducing characters
c
and/or a
narrator

 Respondss to all parts of thee task

 Respo
onds to most parts of the
task
 Establlishes a situation ((real or
imagin
ned) and attemptss to
introd
duce characters andd/or a
narrattor

 Reesponds to some or no parts of
thee task
 Faails to establish a ssituation (real
or imagined) and dooes not
inttroduce characterss and/or a
narrrator in a relevannt way

 Organizess a clear event seq
quence
that unfollds naturally
 Uses a vaariety of transitional
words, ph
hrases, and clausess to
manage th
he sequence of events
 Uses conccrete words and
phrases, and
a sensory detailss to
convey ex
xperiences and eveents
precisely
 Provides a conclusion that
follows frrom the narrated
experiencce or events

 Organ
nizes some sequenncing but
mightt confuse the readeer
words,
 Uses some
s
transitional w
phrasees or clauses to maanage the
sequen
nce of events.
 Attem
mpts to use concrette words
and seensory details to ddescribe
experiiences and events
 Attem
mpts a conclusion tthat may
or may not follow the nnarrated
experiience or events

 Dooes not sequence nnarrative in a
logical order
 Usses few or no transitional
woords, phrases, or cclauses to
maanage the sequencce of events.
 Faails to to use concrrete words or
sensory details
 Coonclusion is not atttempted or
discernible

 Uses paciing and descriptions of
actions, th
houghts, and feelings to
develop experiences
e
and ev
vents
 Uses dialogue to show the
response of characters to
situationss

 Uses minimal
m
or irrelevvant
descriiptions of actions, thoughts,
or feeelings to describe
experiences /events
 Uses dialogue
d
to suppoort plot

 Uses little to no desscription of
acctions, thoughts, or feelings to
deescribe experiencees /events
 Does not use dialoggue to support
pllot

 Uses corrrect and varied sen
ntence
structuress
 Demonstrrates grade level
appropriaate conventions; errrors
are minorr and do not obscu
ure
meaning
 Utilizes strong and grade-leevel
appropriaate word choice

 Uses some
s
repetitive yeet correct
senten
nce structure
 Demo
onstrates some graade level
approp
priate conventionss, but
errors obscure meaningg
 Utilizes vague or basic word
choicee

 Dooes not demonstratte sentence
maastery
 Deemonstrates limiteed
unnderstanding of graade level
apppropriate conventiions, and
errrors interfere with the meaning
 Uttilizes incorrect annd/or
sim
mplistic word choiice

 Coherently organizes a clear
nce that unfolds
event sequen
naturally
nnects a variety off
 Skillfully con
transitional words,
w
phrases, and
d
clauses to maanage the sequence
of events
 Uses concrete words and senso
ory
details to mak
ke experiences and
events come to life
 Provides a co
onclusion that
clearly follow
ws from the narrated
experience orr events
 Uses creativee descriptions of
actions, thou
ughts, and feelings to
develop expeeriences and eventts
 Uses vivid diialogue to show th
he
response of characters
c
to
situations
 Uses purposeeful and varied
sentence stru
uctures
 Demonstratess creativity and
flexibility wh
hen using
conventions (grammar,
(
punctuation, capitalization, and
d
e
meaning
spelling) to enhance
 Utilizes soph
histicated word
choice

Gr 5 narrative rubrric

 Orients th
he reader by
establishiing a situation (reaal or
imagined)) and introducing
g
characterss and/or a narratorr

Nam
me: _______________________________
Comm
ments:

Gr 5 narrative rubrric

Name: _______________________________
Pelham Scchool District Gra
ade 5 Informationa
al/Explanatory Ruubric
Excels in Standards
S
4
Responds skilllfully to all parts off
the task by dev
veloping the topic
with well-integ
grated facts,
definitions, concrete examples,
quotations, or other information al
a
text features an
nd examples
 Demonstrates a strong
understanding of topic/text(s)
 Organizes ideaas and information
into purposefu
ul, coherent
paragraphs thaat include an
elaborated intrroduction with cleaar
thesis, structurred body, and
insightful concclusion
 Uses varied traansitions and syntaax
to link the majjor sections of text,,
create cohesion
n, and clarify
relationship am
mong complex ideaas
and concepts
 Skillfully usess two or more
examples of relevant and
substantial tex
xt support from thee
resources with
h accuracy
 Uses credible and varied sources
that directly ad
ddress the topic
 Uses relevant format to cite a
variety of textss accurately
••Uses purposeful and
a varied sentencee
sstructures
••Uses conventions (grammar,
ppunctuation, capitaalization, and
sspelling) enhance meaning/readability
m
y
••Utilizes precise an
nd domain-specific
vvocabulary accurattely throughout
sstudent writing
Commeents:








Language

Support/Evidence

Organization

Focus/Information







Proficient in Standards 3
Respondss to all parts of the task
by develo
oping the topic with
h facts,
definition
ns, concrete details,
quotation
ns, or other informaational
text featu
ures and examples
Demonstrrates an understand
ding of
topic/textt(s)
Organizes ideas and information
into logiccal introductory witth clear
thesis, bo
ody, and concluding
g
paragraph
hs
Uses link
king words and phraases
appropriaately to connect ideeas
within an
nd across categoriess of
informatiion



o examples of relev
vant
Uses two
and sufficcient text support from
f
the resources with accuracy
y
dible and varied so
ources
Uses cred
Uses releevant format to cite a
variety off texts mostly accurately



•Uses correct and varied sentencce
structures
opriate
•Demonstrates grade level appro
e
are minor an
nd do
conventions; errors
not interfere with
w the readability
y
•Utilizes precise language and domainspecific vocab
bulary

Gradde 5 Information
nal/Explanatory
y Rubric









Partially Proficiennt 2
Resp
ponds to most partts of the task
Dem
monstrates limited ffacts,
defin
nitions, concrete de
details,
quottations, or other infformation
and examples





Organizes ideas and innformation
in an
n attempted paragrraph
struccture that includes a sense of
intro
oduction, body andd conclusion
Atteempts to use some ssimplistic
linking words to conneect ideas



Uses mostly relevant te
text support
but may
m lack sufficientt evidence
and//or accurate use
Uses varied credible soources
Atteempts to use relevaant format to
cite a variety of texts



ome repetitive yet ccorrect
•Uses so
sentencee structure
•Demonsstrates some grade level
appropriate conventions, buut errors
may inteerfere with the readdability
•Utilizess some precise langguage and/or
domain-specific vocabularyy but
minimallly and/or inaccurattely






Well Below Prroficient 1
Responds to som
me or no parts of
the task
Demonstrates litttle to no
understanding off topic/text(s)
Does not supportt opinion with
facts, details, andd/or reasons
Does not organize ideas and
information coheerently due to lack
of paragraph struucture and/or a
missing introducttion, body, or
conclusion
words
Uses no linking w

Does not use releevant or sufficient
text support from
m the resources
with accuracy
mple source
Uses a single, sim
Uses simplified cciting of texts

•Dooes not demonstratte sentence
mastery
•Deemonstrates limitedd understanding
of ggrade level convenntions, and errors
inteerfere with the readdability
•Dooes not utilize preccise language or
dom
main-specific vocabbulary

Name: ______________________

Introduction:

Pelham
P
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Grammar
/Spelling

Conclusio
n

Support/Evidenc
e

Organization








Excels in Standards 4
Responds thoughtfully to all
parts of th
he task.
States an
opinion/arrgument/claim that
demonstraates an insightful
understand
ding of the topic/teext.
Organizess ideas and informaation
into purpo
oseful, coherent
paragraphs.
Uses a varriety of linking worrds,
phrases, an
nd clauses skillfullly to
connect reeasons to
opinion/arrgument/claim.
Includes at
a least 3 relevant
details/exaamples from the tex
xt
that skillfu
ully support your
opinion.
i
Provides insightful
explanatio
on/analysis of how
evidence supports
s
opinion.











Proficcient in Standardss 3
Respon
nds to all parts of th
he task.
States an
a
opinion
n/argument/claim that
t
demonstrates an understan
nding
of the topic/text.
t




Organiizes ideas and inforrmation
into log
gical paragraphs.
Uses liinking words, phrasses, and
clausess skillfully to conneect
reasonss to
opinion
n/argument/claim.



Includees at least 2 relevan
nt
details//examples from thee text
that skiillfully support you
ur
opinion
n.
Providees clear
explanaation/analysis of ho
ow
evidencce supports opinion
n.







P
Partially
Proficiennt 2
Ressponds to most partts of the
task
k.
Stattes an opinion/arguument/
claim that demonstratees limited
und
derstanding of the toopic/text.
Org
ganizes ideas and innformation
into
o an attempted paraagraph
stru
ucture.
Usees some linking woords,
phraases, and clauses skkillfully to
con
nnect reasons to
opin
nion/argument/claiim but
sim
mplistically.
Inclludes at least 1 releevant
and
d/or irrelevant detaiil/example
from
m the text.
Prov
vides some
explanation/analysis oof how
evid
dence supports opinnion.










Well Below Profficient 1
R
Responds to some or no parts of
tthe task.
D
Does not state an oopinion and/or
ddemonstrates little to no
uunderstanding of toopic/text.
D
Does not organize ideas and
iinformation cohereently due to
llack of paragraph sstructure.
D
Does not use linkinng words,
pphrases, or clauses.

D
Does not support oopinion with
eevidence and/or evvidence is
iirrelevant or inaccuurate.
P
Provides no or inacccurate
eexplanation/analysis of how
eevidence supports oopinion.

Conclusion cleearly restates writerr’s
belief statemen
nt, reflects on the teext
as a whole and
d clearly summarizees
main ideas of essay.
e

n restates writer’s belief
Conclusion
statement and clearly summarrizes
main ideas of essay.

Essay is missing a conclussion that
restates writer’s belief stateement and
summarizes main ideas of essay.

Essayy is missing a concclusion.

Minimal (1-2) errors in
grammar/spelling that does not afffect
meaning.

Minor errorrs (3-5) in
grammar/sp
pelling that does no
ot affect
meaning.

More thaan 5 errors in
grammaar/spelling that obsccures
meaning
g.

mmar/spelling
Multtiple errors in gram
that iinterferes with the meaning.

Comm
ments:

Graade 5 Opinion Rubric
R

